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Home Loan Banks.* This situation prompted further meas-
ures. Housing activities, like much of the New Deal, kept in
view the twin objects of recovery—the hoped-for stimulus to
private construction—and of reform, with increasing em-
phasis upon the latter. In June, 1933, the PWA set up an
Emergency Housing Division to finance through private con-
tracts the clearance of slum areas and erection of decent homes
with light, air and space. The nation's first public slum-con-
version project began in Atlanta, where eleven blocks, rated
the city's worst district, became the site of Techwood Homes.
Cleveland's notorious Whisky Island tenement-house area
was expunged in favor of a PWA enterprise called Lakeview
Terrace* In Chicago the Jane Addams Houses enhanced the
neighborhood long served by the founder of Hull House.
Largest of all was Brooklyn's project, Williamsburg Houses,
supplanting twelve slum blocks with cheerful modern apart-
ments accommodating nearly six thousand persons. On the
other hand, two promising ventures in New Orleans were
dropped by the PWA after the Huey Long-controlled legis-
lature in 1935 smothered them under a blanket of local
bossism*
Rentals averaged twenty-six dollars per month, and if the
income of a resident family rose to five or six times this
charge, it was required to leave. These rentals met the need
of manual and white-collar workers rather than of the very
poor; but even such rates were really a subsidy in disguise,
for the prospect for self-liquidation was remote on construc-
tion costs running to seventeen hundred dollars per room—
a result of the PWA's "mania for durability/* Before its
termination in November, 1937, this program sponsored
about fifty developments, comprising nearly twenty-two
thousand dwelling units.
* Roosevelt's famous allusion will be found in Public Papers and Addresses
(S. L Rosenman, ed., N. Y., 1938-1941), VI, 5. Prior to the New Deal it was
stated that "at least half of America's 30,000,000 families are not even decently
housed/' Housing America, by the Editors of Fortune (N. Y., 1932), .115.

